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Abstract  

Electron Beam Melting (EBM) is a powder bed fusion (metal additive manufacturing) 

technique employed by many industrial sectors. In-situ EBM monitoring for quality 

assurance purposes has been a popular research area, and the potential of electronic imaging 

has been investigated recently. The imaging conditions inside an EBM machine are different 

from that of a typical scanning electron microscope. These differences are thought to affect 

image quality, and investigations should be carried out to understand the potential challenges 

of carrying out electronic imaging inside an EBM machine. This study addresses two of these 

challenges: (1) surface-tilt image contrast due to large-area imaging, and (2) gas 

amplification of the feedback electron signal due to the presence of chamber gas. This 

knowledge gap was tackled by the following approach: (1) estimating both the feedback 

electron yield and gas amplification of electron signal during electronic imaging; (2) 

simulating the surface-tilt image contrast during large-area imaging; and (3) presenting an 

electronic imaging experiment conducted at room temperature to investigate the influence of 

surface-tilt and gas amplification on image contrast. Experimental results indicate that when 

conducting electronic imaging in a typical EBM machine, the total feedback electron yield is 

of the order of 20%; the surface-tilt image contrast is insignificant over the EBM machine 

processing area; and the influence of gas amplification creates observable, non-uniform 

signal variation when imaging was conducted over a plain stainless steel plate. This article 

serves as a pilot study, laying the scientific foundation for subsequent investigations into 
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another challenge under real EBM condition, i.e. the influence of metallisation during melt-

pool electronic imaging. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 The need for EBM process monitoring 

Electron Beam Melting (EBM) is a powder bed fusion process, one of the metal Additive 

Manufacturing (AM) techniques, which makes use of an accelerated electron beam as the 

energy source to melt metallic powder in a layer-by-layer fashion, forming components based 

on the geometry of the imported three dimensional (3D) Computer Aided Design (CAD) 

model [1]. The EBM process allows a reduction in the residual stress within components [2], 

and offers a high level of design freedom [3]. This technique shows great promise in the 

manufacture of orthopaedic implants and aerospace components [4]. Nevertheless, the EBM 

process is prone to quality issues and component defects. They include: non-uniform powder 

layer deposition [5], peeled-off metallisation falling onto the processing area [6], and 

component defects including, material porosity [5], balling along melt tracks [7], and 

delamination of the processed EBM layers [8]. The wider uptake of EBM in industry is 

hindered unless an effective EBM process monitoring and validation system is available for 

in-situ monitoring [9]. Until recently, EBM layer-quality monitoring has mainly involved the 

application of thermal/ optical imaging systems [10-13]. In 2018-19, the potential of 

electronic imaging for monitoring purposes has also been demonstrated [14, 15]. 

1.2 Addressing the research gap of conducting electronic imaging inside an EBM machine 

A commercial Arcam A1 EBM machine, hereinafter referred to as “the EBM machine”, is 

used in this study. Table 1 summarises the key differences between the EBM machine [16] 

and a typical Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Low-Vacuum SEM (LVSEM). 

Despite LVSEM and SEM have been studied extensively, differences in the EBM machine 

hardware and EBM condition nevertheless pose unique challenges for electronic imaging. 

These challenges include: (1) surface-tilt image contrast due to large-area imaging at 

temperatures within typical EBM range, (2) gas amplification of the feedback electron signal 

due to the presence of chamber gas at temperatures within typical EBM range, and (3) 

metallisation condensing onto electron sensors when melt-pool imaging is conducted under 

real EBM building condition.  
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With regard to the influence of temperature on electronic imaging, both theoretical prediction 

[17] and experimental observation [18] have shown that temperature has little to no effect on 

the feedback electron signal. The theoretical argument is premised on the ratio between the 

scale factor of the kinetic energy of an atom, kT (where k is the Boltzmann’sconstant), to the 

average SE or BSE energy [17]. By convention, the minimum energy of a SE and BSE are 2 

eV and 50 eV [19] whereas the primary electron in an EBM machine has an energy of 60 keV 

[16]. Typical EBM melt-pool temperature is of the order of 1500°C [20,21]. At 1500°C, kT 

has a value of approximately 0.15 eV, which is only 7.5% of the least energetic SE. SE and 

BSE are generated from interactions between a primary electron beam and its target atoms 

[22]. Therefore, at 1500°C the thermal vibration of atoms in the target, which is proportional 

to the kinetic energy kT, is not expected to affect the yield of either SE or BSE. Experimental 

finding supports this theoretical prediction by showing that there is no observable reduction 

in image quality at a range of elevated temperatures (from room temperature to 650 ± 10 °C) 

[18].   

As temperature, within the typical EBM operating range, has little to no effect on electronic 

imaging, this study therefore was set out to: (1) decouple the influence of metallisation during 

melt-pool imaging from that of surface-tilt and gas amplification, and (2) reduce the 

complexity of carrying out multi-layer electronic imaging under real EBM condition. This 

pilot study intended to conduct single-layer electronic imaging at room temperature on a 

plain target, i.e. with minimal observable features/ patterns, therefore not to mask the 

potential image contrast induced by surface-tilt/ gas amplification. Findings from this study 

shall advise subsequent trials when the investigation is extended to include real-time melt-

pool imaging under real EBM building condition.  
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Table 1 Major differences in hardware and operating condition between 

an Arcam A1 EBM machine and a typical SEM 

Aspect Typical in EBM machine Typical in SEM 

Accelerating voltage 

(kV) 
60 [16] 1-50 [23] 

Imaging target/ 

sample temperature 

(°C) 

> 1200 (melt-pool imaging) [20, 21] 

700 (post-melt imaging) [24] 

-25 to +160  

[23] 

Main complication 

during imaging 

 Metallisation/ metal vapour formation 

(melt-pool imaging) [6] 

 Local fluctuation in feedback electron 

signal due to vacuum level [25], 

surface-tilt contrast [26] and large-area 

imaging (post-melt imaging) 

Sample heating 

[27] 

Maximum imaging 

target area  

(mm x mm) 

200 x 200 [2] 

32 x 32 [28] 

(assuming square 

stage) 

Working distance 

(mm) 
400 + 10 [24] 10 to 38 [29] 

Chamber vacuum 

level (mbar) 
2 x 10-3 [2] 

< 1 x 10-5[30] 

> 1 x 10-1 

(LVSEM) [30] 
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2. Materials and Methods 

Both theoretical analysis and experimental investigation were conducted in this study. 

Analysis provided scientific understanding whilst experiment validated the theory with first-

hand data collected inside a commercial EBM machine. This article first presents the 

estimation of gas amplification of electron signal. This will be followed by the estimation of 

Secondary Electrons (SE) yield and Backscattered Electrons (BSE) coefficient when imaging 

is conducted inside the EBM machine. Surface-tilt contrast simulation will be presented next 

with SE and BSE yields being used as simulation inputs. Finally, the electronic imaging 

experimental setup will be described.  In this study, a stainless steel plate was chosen to serve 

as an imaging target owing to the simplicity of the setup. The element iron was used to 

represent 316L stainless steel in analyses and simulations conducted in this study. 

2.1 Estimation of gas amplification of electron signal  

The presence of gas leads to feedback electrons-gas ionisation events. The ionised, liberated 

electrons give rise to background noise as these electrons do not contain direct information 

from the imaging target material [28]. Eq. 1 [29] defines the extent of the undesired gas 

amplification of the feedback electrons signal. In one of their work about the ionisation of 

helium, Ran et al estimated the first Townsend’s ionisation coefficient of helium in Fig. 6 of 

their article [25]. Table 2 summarises the estimation of undesired gas amplification in the 

EBM machine. 

𝐼𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝐼𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘
= 𝑒𝛼𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑊.𝐷 (1) 

𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑝 = 𝑒
𝛼𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑊.𝐷   

Where 

Iamp  (mA) is the gas-amplified feedback electron signal, IFeedback (mA) is the total feedback 

electron signal (SE and BSE) from a target material in the absence of gas, Gamp is the gain,   

αion  (mm-1) is the first Townsend ionisation coefficient of a gas, and  LW.D  (mm) is the 

working distance 

A typical SEM electron sensor has a bias electric potential applied to it to attract feedback 

electrons [29]. In this study, no bias potentials were applied to the custom-built electron 

sensor used. As a result, when referring to Fig. 6 in the article by Ran et al [25], the electric 

field involved in this study is set to zero in this estimation, and the α/P0 ratio with a value of 
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1.5 is chosen as an estimated data point to represent the condition used in this study. Table 2 

summarises the estimation result. 

Table 2 Gas amplfication estimation 

Parameter Value 

E (V cm-1) 0 

LW.D  (mm) 400 

P0  (mbar) 2.00 x 10-3 

αion/P0 (10-2cm-1 mmHg-1) 1.50 

αion /P0 (mm-1mbar-1) 0.0113 

Gamp 1.01 

 

Table 2 shows that the gas amplification ratio is estimated to be 1.01, thus the noise signal 

level induced by electron-gas ionisation events is expected to be of the order of 1 % of the 

total feedback electron signal strength (SE and BSE). 

2.2 BSE coefficient estimation 

In two studies regarding BSE coefficient and SE yield, Reimer et al [31] and Miller et al [32] 

presented their BSE coefficient measurements in Fig. 4 [31] and Fig. 18 [32] respectively. 

BSE coefficient is the ratio of BSE current to the primary electron current. These 

measurements were obtained at various primary electron beam energy ranges, with the beam 

incident angle at 0° (the beam is perpendicular to the imaging target surface). Fig. 4 in the 

article by Reimer et al [31] shows that when the beam energy exceeds 10-30 kiloelectronvolts 

(keVs), the BSE coefficient can be regarded as independent of the beam energy (thus 

independent of accelerating voltage), whilst elements with greater atomic number (Z) lead to 

greater BSE coefficients. Therefore, it is estimated that when imaging iron (Z = 26) at 60 

keV, the BSE coefficient would be between 0.2 (Si, Z = 14) and 0.3 (Cu, Z = 29). Fig. 18 in 

the article by Miller et al [32] shows that when the beam energy is in the megaelectronvolts 

(MeVs) range, BSE coefficient decreases when the energy of the primary electron beam 
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increases. When imaging iron at 60 keV, the same BSE coefficient which is in the range of 

0.2 to 0.3 is estimated when extrapolating the data lines of Ti-6Al-4V and copper (Z = 29).  

Apart from using data from literature, BSE coefficient can also be estimated by considering 

Eq. 2 [33]. 

𝜂0 =
7𝑍 − 80

14𝑍 − 80
 (2) 

Where 

η0 is the BSE coefficient at an incident angle of 0°, and Z is the atomic number of the target 

material.  

A BSE coefficient of 0.36 is obtained when Z is set to 26 for iron with Eq. 2. Thus it is 

expected that when electronic imaging is carried out on a stainless steel target at 60 keV gun 

energy (60 kV accelerating voltage) in the EBM machine, the BSE coefficient would be of 

the order of 0.3, when considering both the data from literature and the estimation from Eq. 2.  

2.3 SE yield estimation 

Secondary Electrons (SE) yield is the ratio of SE current to the primary electron current. Fig. 

6 in the article by Reimer et al [31] shows that when imaging a stainless steel target 

(represented by iron, Z=26) at a beam energy of 20 keV, the SE yield is 0.2 + 0.1. Fig. 7 in 

the same article [31] shows that when imaging a stainless steel target at 30 keV, the SE yield 

is also expected to be 0.2 + 0.1 (estimated to be between Si, Z=14 and Ag, Z=47). 

Although the beam energy range and data resolution of Figs. 6 and 7 in the article by Reimer 

et al [31]  is limited, the trend of SE yield against an increasing beam energy (thus 

accelerating voltage) can be estimated by the investigation of: (1) the SE escape-depth (Eq. 3 

[34]); (2) electron beam penetration-range (Eq. 4 [35]); and (3) the SE yield equation (Eq. 5 

[26]), with the use of parameters summarised in Table 3 and a beam energy of 60 keV 

(accelerating voltage of 60 kV). 
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Table 3 Properties of iron 

Property Value 

Atomic number, Z 26 [36] 

Atomic mass, A (amu) 56 [36] 

Density, ρ (gcm-3) 7.9 [37] 

First ionisation energy, I (eV) 7.9 [38] 

 

𝑥𝑠 =
2.67 × 10−4𝐴𝐼

𝜌𝑍
2
3

 (3) 

Where 

Xs (μm) is the SE escape-depth, A (amu) is the atomic mass, I (eV) is the first ionisation 

energy, ρ is the density (gcm-3). 

𝑅 =
(0.0276𝐴𝐸1.67)

𝜌𝑍0.89
 (4) 

Where 

R(μm) is the primary electron penetration-range into the target material, E (keV) is the 

primary electron energy, and Z is the atomic mass of the target material. 

𝛿0 ∝
1

𝐸
 for  R >> Xs (5) 

Where 

δ0 is the SE yield at an incident angle of 0°. 

A SE escape-depth of 1.7 nm and an electron penetration-range of 10 μm are obtained when 

applying Eqs. 3 and 4. These results indicate that, at an electron beam accelerating voltage of 

60 kV (electron energy of 60 keV), the primary beam penetration-range into a stainless steel 

target is 5882 times the SE escape-depth.  Eq. 5 implies that, when the penetration-range is 

far greater than the escape-depth, the SE yield decreases with increasing primary electron 

energy (thus its accelerating voltage). Based on these estimations and Figs. 6 and 7 in the 

article by Reimer et al [31], it is expected that, when electronic imaging is carried out on a 
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stainless steel target at 60 kV gun accelerating voltage in the EBM machine, the SE yield is 

less than 0.2. 

2.4 Large-area imaging and surface-tilt image contrast simulation 

Table 1 shows that the imaging area in the EBM machine is about 40 times greater than that 

in a typical SEM. Literature shows that, the incident angle between the electron beam and its 

imaging target leads to surface-tilt contrast in the electronic image [39]. This section 

describes the computer simulation (Python, open-source) used for the investigation of the 

surface-tilt image contrast when electronic imaging is conducted in the EBM machine across 

a stainless steel imaging target. Fig. 1 illustrates the simulation setup; Eq. 6 defines the beam 

incident angle across a digital electronic image; Eq. 7 [40] and Eq. 8 give the normalised SE 

yield and BSE coefficient variations with a varying incident angle. Eq. 8 is obtained from 

generalising Archard’s model [41], in order to include any incident angles which are greater 

than 0. The full derivation of Eq. 8 is given in Appendix A. Table 4 summarises the input 

parameters of the simulation. 

 

Fig. 1 Surface-tilt image contrast simulation setup 
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𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐 = tan
−1

(

 
√(𝑃𝑥 − 𝑃𝑐𝑥)2 + (𝑃𝑦 − 𝑃𝑐𝑦)

2
 

𝐿𝑊.𝐷

𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑚𝑚
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙

)

  (6) 

Where 

θinc (degree) is the beam incident angle, LW.D  (mm) is the working distance, Sizemm  (mm) is 

the width of the imaging area, Sizepixel  (pixel) is the width of the image, (Pcx , Pcy) is the 

image centre Cartesian coordinate of the image, and (Px , Py) is the arbitrary point Cartesian 

coordinate in the image. 

𝛿(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐)

𝛿0
= 

1

cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐
 (7) 

Where 

δ(θinc) is the SE yield at any incident angles, δ0 is the SE yield at an incident angle of 0° (a 

value of 0.2 is used based on the finding in Section 2.3). 

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐)

𝜂0
=
91 − 20(1 + cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐)

51
 (8) 

Where 

η(θinc) is the BSE coefficient at any incident angles, η 0 is the BSE coefficient at an incident 

angle of 0° (a value of 0.3 is used based on the finding in Section 2.2). 
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Table 4 Surface-tilt image contrast simulation parameters (a square imaging area and image) 

Parameter Value 

Machine beam current (mA) 1 

SE yield at incident angle of 0°, δ0 0.2 

BSE coefficient at incident angle of 0°, η0 0.3 

Working distance, LW.D  (mm) 400 

Image size, Sizemm  (mm) 180 

Image size, Sizepixel  (pixel) 1800 

Image centre coordinates, Pcx , Pcy (pixel) (900, 900) 

Image coordinate range, Px , Py (pixel) (0-1799, 0-1799) 

Pixel colour depth (bit) 8 (256 levels) 

 

2.5 Electronic imaging experimental setup 

Fig. 2 (a) is the schematic of the electronic imaging system [14] used in this study. The 

system consists of a feedback electron sensor (modified Arcam heat-shield frame and plates), 

a data logger (Arduino DUE microcontroller break-out board), signal amplifier and electronic 

image generation software. The system is designed to interface with the EBM machine to 

generate digital electronic images from the feedback electrons, SE and BSE. These feedback 

electrons are emitted from the interactions between the machine primary electron beam and 

the processing area/ imaging target. Fig. 2 (b) shows the imaging target used in this study, 

which is a 210 mm x 210 mm x 5mm (W x D x t) stainless steel plate (Merseyside Metal, 

UK). The imaging target was bead-blasted manually in a Formula 1200 blasting system 

(Guyson, UK), with 60 to 80 grit aluminium oxide abrasive to smooth out any uneven surface 

texture. During electronic imaging, the EBM machine and imaging system were configured 

according to Table 5. Two sets of electronic imaging experiments were conducted at room 

temperature, one with helium gas in the machine chamber and the other without. The same 
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imaging target plate was used in both experiments, and the plate was free from any manual 

handling when switching between experiments.   

  

(a) Schematic of the imaging system [14] (b) Imaging target 

Fig. 2 Electronic imaging experimental setup 
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Table 5 Experimental configuration 

 Parameter Value 

Imaging System 

Feedback electron sensor bias-voltage  0 V (ground) 

Data-logger sampling frequency 118.8 kHz 

Image frame time 27.3 s 

Current-voltage conversion resistance 1 kΩ 

Signal amplifier voltage gain 10 

Image size  1800 x 1800 pixels 

Image pixel colour depth 8-bit, 256 

EBM Machine 

Beam scan / imaging area  180 mm x 180mm 

Chamber pressure 

2 x 10-3 mbar (with helium) 

2 x 10-5 mbar (without helium) 

Beam current 1 mA 

Beam speed 11880 mms-1 

Beam focus offset 0 mA 
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3. Results 

3.1 Surface-tilt image contrast simulation  

Fig. 3 gives the variation in feedback electron signal against the beam incident angle across 

the EBM machine processing area. The signal is normalised via dividing the signal with an 

incident angle greater than 0° by the signal at an incident angle of 0° (when the beam hits the 

centre of the processing area).  

 

Fig. 3 Normalised feedback electron signal variation 

across the EBM machine processing area 

Fig. 3 shows that the maximum beam incident angle is 17.7° across a 180 mm x 180 mm area 

in the EBM processing chamber with a beam working distance of 400 mm. Moreover, it 

shows that the maximum total variation of feedback electron signals (SE and BSE) is less 

than 10%. Figs. 4 (a) to (d) are plots with a virtual time scale being the X axis (unit: pixel). 

The virtual time axis imitates the time-series plot of feedback electron signal during 

electronic imaging.  During typical electronic imaging, the beam raster-scan horizontally 

from left to right across the top of the imaging target, then moves down to the next scan-line 

and scans horizontally from left to right again. This beam-scanning motion carries on until 

the whole region-of-interest is covered. If an oscilloscope is interfaced to the feedback 

electronic signal data-logger, it would show the electron signal strength (Y axis) against time 

(X axis). In Figs. 4 (a) to (d), the virtual time scale is pieced together in the following way: 

the first image pixel row being followed by the second pixel row, and so on, until the whole 

image frame is shown. Fig. 4 (a) illustrates the trend in beam incident angle with a zoomed-in 

view by inspecting two image pixel rows (1800 pixel in each row). When moving along a 
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pixel row (horizontal direction, left to right), the angle decreases and reaches a local 

minimum when the pixel location hits the Y centreline of the image (central vertical line). 

Fig. 4 (b) zooms out and shows a bigger picture. The linear variation of the incident angle 

lower-bound represents the angle variation along the Y centreline of the image, whilst the 

parabolic upper-bound represents the angle variation along a set of horizontal image pixel 

rows, moving from the top pixel row to the bottom pixel row of the image. Figs. 4 (c) and (d) 

illustrate that the estimated normalised BSE and SE yield variations follow the trend of the 

incident angle, which is expected from Eqs. 7 and 8. Figs. 4 (e) and (f) demonstrate visually 

the variations in BSE coefficient and SE yield – a top view looking down onto the EBM 

processing area from above. These simulated bitmaps were set to be 8-bit in pixel colour 

depth (256 greyscale levels), as given in Table 4, and both show a concentric pattern. 

Nevertheless, these two greyscale bitmaps are exaggerations of the reality, as they are 

generated with the < 10% feedback electrons signal variation occupying the whole greyscale 

range of 256 levels, i.e. the minimum normalised BSE coefficient in Fig. 4 (c) and SE yield 

in Fig. 4 (d) were assigned a pixel value of 0 (black), whilst the maximum BSE coefficient 

and SE yield were assigned a value of 255 (white).  
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(a) Incident angle variation in two 

pixel rows (1800 pixel / row) 

(b) Incident angle variation across 

an image (1800 x 1800 pixels) 

  

(c) BSE coefficient across an image 
(d) SE yield across an image 

  

(e) 8-bit, 2D visualisation of BSE 

coefficient variation   

(f) 8-bit, 2D visualisation of SE 

yield variation   

Fig. 4 Surface-tilt image contrast simulation results 
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Unlike Figs. 4 (e) and (f), which show the normalised BSE coefficient and SE yield, Fig. 5 

shows the actual predicted emission variation across the whole image with 0.5 mA being the 

total feedback electrons signal at an incident angle of 0° (as machine beam current is 1 mA, 

δ0 is 0.2, and η0 is 0.3, as given in Table 4).   

 

Fig. 5 Total feedback electrons emissions (BSE and SE) variation due to incident 

angle, across an imaging area of 180 mm x 180 mm, represented in a 1800 x1800 

pixels image 

Fig. 5 indicates that the maximum signal variation occurs at the top and bottom of the image, 

where incident angle is at its maximum. Fig. 5 indicates that the maximum level of variation 

is less than 0.05 mA across the whole image. 

3.2 Electronic imaging experiment 

Image processing was carried out on the images generated from experiment with the FIJI 

software (ImageJ, open source).  A median filter (Eq. 9 [42]) was employed to remove noise, 

and histogram equalisation (Eq. 10 [42]) was used to increase image contrast.  The median 

filter applied had a neighbourhood area of a circle with radius of two pixels. The histogram 

equalisation was carried out with a saturated pixel value of 0.3%.  
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 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =  {𝑔(𝑠, 𝑡)}(𝑠,𝑡)∈𝑆𝑥𝑦
𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛  (9) 

Where 

𝑓 (x,y) is the pixel-value of the filtered image at (x,y), g(s,t) is the pixel-value of the raw 

image at (s,t), and Sxy represents the set of coordinates within a user-defined area of an 

image. 

 

𝑦𝑘 ≜ ⌊[(𝐿 − 1)∑ℎ(𝑖)

𝑘

𝑖=0

] + 0.5⌋                        𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, … . . , 𝐿 − 1 (10) 

Where 

L is the pixel colour depth (greyscale range) in an image, k is the pixel-value within the 

greyscale range, L, h(i) is the normalised histogram which gives the probability of occurrence 

of pixel-value, I, ∑ ℎ(𝑖)𝑘
𝑖=0   is the cumulative probability distribution of the normalised 

histogram, and yk is an integer, the equalised number of pixel with a pixel-value of k. 

Figs. 6 (a) and (b) show the typical processed electronic images of the stainless steel imaging 

target.  Figs. 6 (c) and (d) are the typical amplified feedback signal time-series plots captured 

from one image frame. Differences in image contrast can be observed between Fig. 6 (a) and 

(b), and also when comparing Fig. 6 (c) with (d), when the helium gas was / was not present.   
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(a) Processed  image, no helium gas (b) Processed image, with helium gas  

  

(c) Signal time-series, no helium gas (d) Signal time-series, with helium gas 

Fig. 6 Electronic imaging experimental results 
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Surface-tilt image contrast simulation results 

Fig. 4 (b) shows how the incident angle between the machine electron beam and the imaging 

target varies across a digital electronic image (minimum angle at the image centre, when 

beam fires directly downwards from the electron gun). Eqs. 7 and 8 show that the BSE 

coefficient and SE yield are dependent of the incident angle, thus these feedback electron 

signals also vary across the whole image. The exaggerated simulation results shown in Figs. 4 

(e) and (f) indicate that the variation (normalised electron signal, in percentage) is expected to 

manifest itself in a concentric, circular pattern with a varying image contrast. Nevertheless, 

Fig. 8 shows that, when estimating the actual signal variation (absolute electron signal, in 

mA), the difference between the actual signal maximum and minimum is less than 0.05 mA. 

As a result, the conclusion drawn from the simulation results is that, despite surface-tilt image 

contrast is expected due to the variation in the beam incident angle, its influence is 

insignificant and should not create any observable patterns in an electronic image generated 

from the EBM machine processing area. 

4.2 Electronic imaging experimental results 

The feedback electron signal level will be discussed first. This will be followed by the 

observation on surface-tilt image contrast and the influence of the presence of gas in the 

machine chamber.  

Regarding the feedback electron signal level, Section 2.2 and 2.3 predict the BSE coefficient 

being 0.3 whilst SE yield being 0.2, for an electron beam at 60 kV accelerating voltage, and a 

stainless steel plate being the imaging target. Table 5 gives the experiment configuration. 

With beam current being 1 mA and total feedback electron yield estimated to be 0.5 (BSE 

and SE), the expected raw signal in electric current would be 0.5 mA. As the loading 

resistance, i.e. the resistance used for current-voltage conversion, is 1 kΩ, and signal 

amplification gain is 10, the expected amplified signal, which goes into the data-logger would 

be 5 V. Nevertheless, the average amplified signal observed experimentally was less than 2 

V, as shown in Figs. 6 (c) and (d). It is thought that the difference is partly due to the over-

estimation of the SE yield. The estimated SE yield of 0.2 given in Section 2.3 is an upper-

bound, as this is the SE yield at electron beam energy of 30 keV, as shown in Fig. 6 from the 
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article by Reimer et al [31]. Eq. 5 shows that SE yield is inversely proportional to the electron 

beam energy. As a result, the SE yield at an electron gun energy of 60 keV (accelerating 

voltage of 60 kV) is expected to be much lower than 0.2. In addition, the feedback electron 

sensor used in this study was a modified Arcam A1 EBM heat-shield frame and plates 

(Section 2.5), and the sensor surface did not fully encapsulate the processing area. The sensor 

could not capture all the BSE and SE emitted from the imaging target during electronic 

imaging.  

Regarding the effect of surface-tilt image contrast, the experimental result verifies that the 

effect is not observable, as predicted by the simulation in Section 3.1, and discussed in 

Section 4.1. Figs. 6 (a) and (b) show no circular, concentric patterns. Nevertheless, variation 

in image contrast can be observed in these two figures. It is believed that two main factors 

contribute to this variation. Firstly, the manual bead-blasting during preparation of the 

imaging target is thought to have caused non-uniformity in surface texture, leading to a 

variation in contrast across the imaging target plate. Secondly, the presence of helium gas is 

thought to have amplified the feedback electron signals at certain locations. 

Regarding the effect of the presence of chamber gas, Fig. 6 (a) was generated when the EBM 

machine helium gas supply was switched off. It shows a different contrast variation pattern 

when compared with that in Fig. 6 (b), which is an image generated with the presence of 

helium gas. When the gas is not present, Fig. 6 (c) shows that a delay in the delivery of 

electron beam current causes the feedback signal to ramp up from 1.5 ± 0.25 V to 1.75 ± 0.25 

V from 2.5 ± 2.5 s to 15 ± 2.5 s. On the contrary, when the gas is present, Fig. 6 (d) shows 

that the ramp-up stage has disappeared and there is an increase in feedback signal towards the 

end of the image frame, between 25 ± 2.5 s to 32.5 ± 2.5 s. It is postulated that, due to the 

design of the electron sensor and the location of the EBM machine turbo pump inlets, as 

shown in Figs. 7 (a) and (b), there is a higher concentration of gas at locations close to the 

front and rear of the sensor.  
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(a) Front view (b) Side view 

Fig. 7 Electron sensor design and the postulated gas flow direction 

As introduced in Section 2.1, the presence of gas amplifies the production of feedback 

electrons due to electrons-gas ionisation events, as depicted in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 shows that the 

ionised gas molecules accelerate towards either the electron beam or the surface of the 

imaging target where the beam strikes. SE and BSE are emitted from the target surface due to 

interactions between the beam and the target. The positively charged gas molecules are 

attracted to these feedback electrons in order to be neutralised [43]. In addition, although an 

electrically conductive stainless steel plate was used in the experiment, the plate only sat on 

resting pins in the chamber processing area without proper grounding, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). 

Therefore, the discharge of negative charges from the plate to ground is expected to have a 

time delay due to non-ideal electrical conductivity. During this discharge period, the stainless 

steel plate behaves like an insulator. Similar to imaging an insulator in LVSEM, negative 

charges accumulated on the insulator surface attract the positive ionised gas molecules 

present in the chamber [43]. It is also postulated that, with higher local concentration of gas 

in the front and the rear of the sensor, the feedback electron signal is amplified at these 

locations during imaging. This phenomenon thus leads to brighter regions at the top (rear of 

sensor) and bottom (front of sensor) of the imaging target as shown in Fig. 6 (b); and the 

disappearance of the ramp-up stage at the start, and the increase in signal at end of the image 

frame, as shown in Fig. 6 (d). This signal amplification due to the presence of gas molecules 

is expected to be more significant for a real EBM build. It is because imaging will be done on 

a metallic powder bed which has lower electrical conductivity than solid metal [44]. This 

leads to the accumulation of negative charges on the powder bed surface. This phenomenon 

is similar to sample charging in electron microscopy. Charging occurs when there is an 
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imperfect conducting path for the electrons to flow to ground from the imaging specimen 

[30]. If EBM is conducted without the presence of gas, this negative-charging phenomenon 

of the powder bed surface [45] is likely to lead to “smoke events” (sudden scattering of 

powder) [46]. The presence of gas helps to suppress “smoke events” by offering an additional 

charge-neutralisation route for the ionised gas molecules [45]. 

 

Fig. 8 Gas amplification during electronic imaging 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, relevant theories and equations are disseminated to benchmark and comprehend 

the performance of a custom-built electronic imaging system. Analyses and a set of 

experiments are also presented to address the two challenges when conducting electronic 

imaging in the EBM machine. These challenges are the surface-tilt image contrast due to 

large-area imaging, and the gas amplification due to the presence of chamber gas. Prior to 

experiments, the total feedback electron signal strength was estimated to be at 50% (20% SE 

and 30% BSE) of the primary electron beam current. In addition, the influence of both the 

surface-tilt image contrast and the gas amplification were expected to be insignificant based 

on estimations and simulation results. An electronic imaging experiment was conducted with 

a custom-built electronic imaging system at room temperature, and the main findings are as 

follows: (1) the total feedback electron signal strength is of the order of 20%, instead of the 

estimated 50% of the beam current; (2) there is indeed no observable surface-tilt image 
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contrast; and (3) contrary to expectation, the gas amplification does create an observable 

effect in image contrast. This pilot study contributes to the on-going development of an in-

situ EBM monitoring system. It lays down a foundation to understand the phenomena of 

surface-tilt and gas amplification when conducting electronic imaging inside an EBM 

machine. Nevertheless, there are limitations in this pilot study and there will be multiple 

challenges ahead to realise in-situ electronic imaging, for instance: (1) Data Acquisition 

(DAQ) rate needs to speed up to meet industrial standards. For instance, DAQ rate shall 

increase to > 3.24 MHz (26Mbps) to reduce the image frame time to < 1 s (when imaging 

across an area of 200 mm x 200 mm). This will minimise the additional EBM layer time 

incurred due to imaging; (2) subsequent investigations into the influence of metallisation 

(metallic vapour condensation) on image quality and the electron sensor shall be conducted 

under real EBM condition. During the EBM process, electric charge might accumulate onto 

the metallic vapour therefore potentially leading to signal saturation when the vapour 

condenses onto the electron sensor. Moreover, gaps might form between the metallisation 

thin films and the sensor surface, leading to an increase in the local electrical resistance and 

inducing undesired local image contrast; and (3) electron sensor design and data-logging 

circuitry would require modification to cater for an increase in feedback electron signal 

current during melt-pool imaging. For post-melt raster-scanning imaging, in order to avoid 

re-melting or surface modification of the processed area, low electron beam current, i.e. 1 

mA, shall be used. On the other hand, during melt-pool imaging, instead of raster-scanning 

the processing area to generate an image, images would be created whilst the electron beam 

traces the boundary and hatching the interior of a given design cross-section. Typical primary 

beam current for melting, as well as melt-pool imaging, would be in the range of 3-24 mA 

[24]. Higher primary beam current leads to greater feedback electron signal current. As a 

result, the sensor and data-logger need to regulate and limit the signal to avoid damage.   
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Appendix A 

 
 

Considering ∆ABC and applying the law of sines, 

𝑥𝑑
sin 𝛼

=
𝑅 − 𝑥𝑑

sin(90° + 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐)
 (A.1) 

𝑥𝑑
sin 𝛼

=
𝑅 − 𝑥𝑑
cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐

  

sin 𝛼 =
𝑥𝑑 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐
𝑅 − 𝑥𝑑

  

From Archard’s model on primary electrons penetrating into a solid target [41] 

𝑥𝑑
𝑅
=
40

7𝑍
 (A.2) 
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Eq. A.2 into Eq. A.1,  

sin 𝛼 =

40
7𝑍 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐

1 −
40
7𝑍

  

𝛼 = sin−1 (
40 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐
7𝑍 − 40

) (A.3) 

From the diagram, ∆ABC is an isosceles triangle,  

𝜃𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐵𝑆𝐸 = 180° − 2𝛼  

𝜃𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐵𝑆𝐸 = 180° − 2sin
−1 (

40 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐
7𝑍 − 40

)  

𝜃𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝐵𝑆𝐸 = 90° − sin
−1 (

40 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐
7𝑍 − 40

) (A.4) 

 

Archard’s model [41] says that the backscattered electron coefficient, 𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐), at an arbitrary 

primary electron beam incident angle, 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐, is given as, 

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) =
𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐵𝑆𝐸 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑒

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
  

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) =
2𝜋(1 − cos 𝜃𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝐵𝑆𝐸)

4𝜋
  

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) =
1 − cos 𝜃𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝐵𝑆𝐸

2
 (A.5) 

Eq. A.4 into A.5, 

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) =
1 − cos [90° − sin−1 (

40 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐
7𝑍 − 40 )]

2
 

 

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) =
1 − sin [sin−1 (

40 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐
7𝑍 − 40 )]

2
 

 

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) =
1 −

40 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐
7𝑍 − 40
2

  

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) =
1

2
(1 −

40 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐
7𝑍 − 40

)  

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐) =
7𝑍 − 40(1 + cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐)

14𝑍 − 80
 (A.6) 

Again, according to Archard’s model [41], for a special case where the incident angle of a 

primary electron beam is at 0°, the backscattered electron coefficient, 𝜂0, is expressed as, 

𝜂0 =
7𝑍 − 80

14𝑍 − 80
 (A.7) 
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Eq. A.7 can be derived from Eq. A.6 when setting 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐as 0°. With stainless steel being the 

target material (iron, Z=26), in order to calculate the normalised BSE coefficient at an 

arbitrary incident angle, considering both Eq. A6 and A7,   

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐)

𝜂0
=

7𝑍 − 40(1 + cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐)
14𝑍 − 80
7𝑍 − 80
14𝑍 − 80

  

𝜂(𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐)

𝜂0
=
91 − 20(1 + cos 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑐)

51
 (A.8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


